We introduce the concept of "spatio-data coordination" (SD coordination) which defines the mapping of user actions in physical space into the space of data in a visualisation. SD coordination is intended to lower the user's cognitive load when exploring complex multidimensional data such as biomedical data, multiple data attributes vs time in a space-time-cube visualisation, or three-dimensional projections of three-or-higher-dimensional data sets. To inform the design of interaction devices to allow for SD coordination, we define a design space and demonstrate it with sketches and early prototypes of three exemplar devices for SD coordinated interaction.
INTRODUCTION
Numerous applications require three-dimensional spatial understanding and reasoning. In Scientific Visualisation applications where the data has intrinsic geometry-such as tumour or particle flow visualisation-the importance of true three-dimensional spatial representation is obvious. However, in the field of Information Visualisation where abstract data (abstract meaning without an intrinsic geometry) is also commonly considered, studies have demonstrated that spatial position is the most effective channel for mapping a quantitative data attribute to a visual representation [8] . It is common to visualise two different data attributes mapped to two spatial dimensions as in, for example, scatterplots [24] , space-time-cubes [2, 19] , and multi-dimensional scaling [28] . It is tempting to extend such a mapping to three different data attributes in three spatial dimensions, but 2D screens are problematic for accurately representing and interacting with 3D objects and spaces.
Virtual and Augmented Reality displays (V/AR) have recently reached a new level of maturity as consumer products with highresolution displays and precise, low-latency head-motion tracking are available. These factors, together with the benefits of stereovision and kinestetic depth [25, 26] greatly improve human perception of 3D space and could fuel a new consideration of 3D data visualisations. Moreover, accurate head-tracking enables embodied navigation in a visualisation; allowing the viewer to walk around the data, switch from overview to detail and to "step-inside" the data. Mid-air interaction with accurately tracked hand-held controllers further allows users to point, select or otherwise interact in V/AR [37] .
Thus, there is a compelling case to try to use these new immersive environments for abstract data visualisation such that three distinct data attributes are mapped to three spatial axes. It is a long held assumption that understanding of 3D abstract data visualisation can be enhanced by interacting with the visualization as if it were in the real environment [39] . It is our position in this paper that we need to take care in designing such immersive data visuals, to align the dimensions of the data with the affordances of the devices used to interact with them. We call this property "Spatio-Data (SD) Coordination", which means a one-to-one mapping of positions, directions, and actions from the physical environment of the user to the virtual space of the data.
We hypothesise that SD coordination can help to bridge the gap between visual and physical space and make interaction with three-dimensional representations of data more immediate. Twodimensional interaction devices (e.g. mice, touch-screens and pen input) have the appealing property that they offer precise control through movements constrained to a plane, and hence mapping directly to the display space, and in the case of a 2D data visual, directly to the 2D data space. We want to explore how such interaction-constrained to the space of the data-can be brought to 3D data and immersive environments. To achieve this, we systematically explore the design space for interaction devices that offer precise and intuitive interaction for three-dimensional data visualizations.
In this paper, we present a six-dimensional design space that informs the design of interactive devices for SD coordination. Our design space emerged through a three-part methodology: surveying existing literature, discussing potential designs, and crafting several prototypes for three novel interaction devices.
INTERACTION FOR 3D DATA VISUALISATIONS
Most tasks in visualisation require some sort of selection and navigation mechanism [1, 13, 41] . In 3D visualisations, this includes selecting values and ranges along each dimension, selecting specific elements in each combination of dimensions, defining cutting planes, selecting points and shapes in space, or magnifying the space through lenses [9] . For 3D visualizations of abstract spatio-temporal data, Bach et al. [2] describe abstract high-level operations for navigation and exploration. Their operations involve the definition of cutting planes, "drill-cores" and arbitrary 3D shapes. Some of these operations can be extended to general 3D visualisation.
Currently, there is a range of modalities available to perform interactions in 3D spaces, loosely classifiable into: mouse-based; surface+touch-based (e.g., [3, 18, 42] ); midair-based (e.g., [4, 31] ); and tangible user interfaces. Each technology is briefly presented in the following in the context of visualisation.
Mouse and Surface+Touch Interfaces
Yu et al [42] present a computer-aided way to select 3D point clouds on touch screens, based on point density within the user-drawn lasso. Lopez et al [23] discuss tablet-based navigation on stereoscopic display for scientific 3D visualisation such as structural biology. They present the t-box technique, a cubic widget designed to manipulate the visualisation (rotation by dragging the cube's faces, translation by dragging the cube's edges and scaling by pinching the cube). They also made use of the tablet's gyroscope to enable rotation of the 3D model from the tablet orientation.
Mid-Air Interfaces
There has been little research on mid-air interaction in the context of data visualisation. Laha and Bowman [21] proposed the volume cracker, a technique that uses a Leap Motion (a commercial visionbased hand-tracker) and allows-via mid-air interaction-the direct manipulation and separation of volumes in scientific visualisations. Miranda et al. [27] studied the use of gestures to support 3D scatterplot InfoVis tasks. They found three main categories of issues using mid-air gestures: the size of the tracking volume; ambiguity of the gestures; and ambiguities in depth perception while using a 2D screen.
A recent application paper presented a 3D scatterplot and coordinated views in virtual reality, using a head-mounted display and a Leap Motion controller [37] . Using mid-air interactions a user can scale and rotate the visualisation as well as select data points by defining volumes inside the visualisation.
Tangible User Interfaces
Tangible user interfaces (TUIs) use physical artifacts for interaction [11] . Studies have shown positive user feedback from directly touching physical models [17, 36] and the immersiveness of a virtual environment can greatly benefit from any sort of tangible interface. Our goal is to investigate this direct mapping from interaction to the visualization for 3D abstract data visualisations.
TUIs for 3D visualisations have been designed to support navigation, selection, and menu interaction, as summarised by Jankowski et al. [15] . Some TUIs conceptually extend the mouse in that they allow for basic navigational input, e.g. camera rotation or menu selection [10, 30, 33, 38, 40] . ITU Research patented the TouchCube [40] , a cube input device with touch-sensitive faces and edges. This device does not track absolute orientation in the user's hands. Rotations are performed with drag interactions on opposite faces. Similarly, Rubikon [32] implements interactions on a rotatable Rubix cube, including discrete rotation in 3D environments. Other cube-shaped devices have been used for navigation menus and setting state variables [30] . However, these devices do not support selection tasks, nor are they specifically designed for data visualisations.
A third class of devices emulates the virtual space in the user's physical space by mapping dimensions, positions and actions between both spaces. An early example of such a tangible user interface for navigating 3D visualisations was presented by Hinckley et al. [14] . It consisted of a physical rubber band to define a cutting plane in the visualisation. Another such device is the CubicMouse [12] allowing for selection inside a 3D volume through movable rods and buttons mounted to the device. Kruszynski and Liere [20] 3D printed a coral model and attached sensors to enable pointing on the model. The orientation of the 3D printed model was tracked and synchronised with a higher resolution visualisation of the model displayed on a 3D stereo monitor. PaperLens [34] presents a hand-held cutting plane, movable in 3D space, onto which virtual imagery is projected. Finally, CAPTIVE [6] is an AR system consisting of a cube wireframe and a pointing device. While the wireframe is used to track rotation and absolute position of the visualisation, the pointing device is used to point to positions inside the wireframe.
SPATIO-DATA COORDINATION
We define Spatio-Data (SD) coordination as "a mapping of interactions from a physical interaction-space into a digital visualisationspace " (Figure 1 ). Similar to the infovis reference model [5, 16] , the components of SD coordination are as follows and illustrated in Figure 1 : Data space: contains the data in some sort of structured form, such as lists, tables, or graph structures. Visualisation space: describes the visualisation or abstract visual form [16] , i.e. the visual mapping from data to visual attributes. In the context of three-dimensional data visualizations, this visual mapping includes the assignment of three-dimensional positions and shapes to data objects (e.g. 3D graph layout, point positions Figure 1 : SD coordination between physical interaction space, and virtual visualisation space. A high-dimensional data space is mapped into a (lower) 3-dimensional visualisation space (a), which in turn is rendered onto some display (b) perceivable by the user (c). Attributes become dimensions, data elements points in this space. Interaction happens in interaction space and is mapped to the visualisation space (d). In the interaction space, a device like a slider can be aligned to a data axis for range selection on that axis, or a touch surface can be aligned with two data axes such that two touch points create a selection across two data axes. By contrast, a Vive controller interaction is typically not constrained to data dimensions.
in a scatterplot, traces in a space-time cube, etc.). Hence the name visualisation 'space'. Physically, the visualisation space is located in computer memory, imperceptible to the user. Display space: In order to make the visualisation and corresponding state changes visible to the user, the visualisation space must be rendered into the physical world of the user, creating a physical presentation [16] ; this rendering can happen on two-dimensional computer screens, stereo-screens, CAVE systems, or head-mounted virtual and augmented reality displays. We call the physical rendering medium the display space, situated in the user's physical environment. Interaction space: a bounded part of the user's physical environment, such as a part of her desktop or her entire office; as long as the space lies entirely within the user's reach. Interaction: is any purposeful action performed by a user in the interaction space and which aims to change the state of the visualisation, creating, for example, a selection or a navigation action. Every interaction is replicated into the visualisation and state changes are made visible in the display space.
For example, consider a visualization of a multi-dimensional scaling in three dimensions. The data-space may contain hundreds of dimensions associated with the individual data points. Through multi-dimensional scaling, the number of dimensions associated to each data point gets reduced to three. These three dimensions are then mapped to three orthogonal spatial dimensions in the visulisation space (x,y,z). Eventually, this three-dimensional euclidean space is rendered, e.g. into a VR environment using an HMD.
In order to allow for spatio-interaction, we assume the interaction space has the following three characteristics: i) It has to be of euclidean nature and occupy a well-defined, bounded part of the user's physical environment.
ii) The mapping between interaction and visualisation space has to be orientation-congruent, i.e. it has to preserve the space's orientation. For example, any position or movement towards the right of the user in the interaction space results in a movement to the right of the user in the visualisation space. The same holds true for all spatial dimensions (up-down/top-bottom, right-left, and towards-away from the user). Devices that allow for altering the orientation of the interaction space relative to the visualisation space (e.g., [10] ), are not included in our design space. iii) Finally, we assume a "computer-in-the-loop", i.e. a computer that processes input and generates an output in the form of a visualisation. Data physicalisations without a computer (e.g. [35] ) are not included in our design space.
SD coordinated interaction devices are any devices and systems that use such a direct mapping between interaction and visualisation space and that satisfy the three conditions above. We believe that designing interaction systems for SD coordination decreases a user's cognitive load when exploring the data. Ideally, display and interaction would hence be "the same" in the user's physical environment, i.e. the user interacts with the visualisation where the visualisation is perceptually situated.
In the next section we propose a design space to inform the design of novel SD coordinated interaction devices for 3D visualisations.
DESIGN SPACE FOR SPATIO-DATA COORDINATED INTERACTION DEVICES
SD coordinated interaction devices include a wide range of device types and modalities; mid-air interaction, physical interactive cubes [12] , and physical cutting planes [34] . Specific design choices are independent of any particular technology (future development of which may be hard to predict) but rather, depend on the context of interaction; i.e., the character of the data (e.g. dense/sparse, large/small, static/dynamic [2] ), the type of interaction that is required (e.g. selection, navigation, view changes), type of visualisation (e.g. bar chart, space-time cube, 3D-fluid simulation) and the specific physical setup (e.g. laboratory, public space, desktop). The first two dimensions, size and physicality, refer to physical properties of the interaction space. The next three dimensions selection, navigation, and menu interaction describe choices enabling particular types of interaction, and the last two dimensions data display and input-output mapping describe the nature of the view space and its relation to the interaction space. Together, these dimensions inform our designs in Section 5. Table 1 classifies the interaction devices and techniques cited in our related work according to our proposed design space for SD coordinated devices.
Interaction Space Size
We describe the size of the interaction space relative to the human body. We also consider the degree of physical effort, e.g. amount of body movement to interact with the controller. Hand-size (Hn) devices comfortably fit into one hand or may require additional support from the other hand for better comfort (e.g. [6, 12] ). Hn spaces do not necessarily require more than finger and hand movements to be usable. Desktop-size (Ds) interaction spaces exceed hand-size and, if physical, may require some solid support; they may comfortably fit on a desktop or a table in a meeting room with observers sitting around (e.g., [6, 10] ). Ds spaces require arm-movement during usage, but the person can stand or sit comfortably close to the interaction space. Human-size (Hm) spaces extend to the space around the user and permit full body-movement, including relocation and stretching. Unlike hand and desktop-size, Hm spaces allow the user to "stepinside" the data space and relocate herself within the data space.
Future technology may permit additional extremes, e.g. millimetre-wave radar [22] could offer minute finger-size gestures while wireless AR would offer world-size interaction. The size of the interaction space may have implications on the precision of interaction and the number of elements that can be handled; larger spaces support easier selection of individual elements (slices, points). Smaller spaces require less movement and effort from the user.
Degree of Interaction Space Physicality
The components of the transferred visualisation into the user's space can be supported by physical structures for reference or interaction. The degree of physicality describes how much of the visualisation space is represented by physical structures in the user's environment. Non-physical(N) components of the visualisation space (e.g. axes, data points) are not represented through any physical object in the real world that can be used for interaction. Physical (P) components of the visualisation space are represented through some physical object in the real world that can be used for interaction. For example, touch sensitive surfaces on a 3D barchart.
Physical structures can guide a user's movement by constraining it (e.g. to a line or a plane), or provide haptic feedback. Physical structures can also allow the user to move and rotate the entire visualisation space.
Navigation Support
Navigation changes the viewer's viewpoint relative to the interaction space, through rotation, pan (translation) and zoom (scaling). No/limited control (NC) the viewer has no means to change their perspective of the visualisation space. User motion (UM) describes viewpoint changes through body movement of the viewer. The viewer can walk around the visualisation space in virtual or augmented reality, approach and step-back. Space motion (SM) describes designs where the interaction space's rotation and translation are transferred to the virtual space. Technically, device motion can be implemented through gyro or acceleration sensors [6] . Restricted control (RC) rotation around the vertical axis is sufficient to reach every part in the design space, for example if a physical interactive device is mounted on a rotatable support. Mixed control (MC) covers designs that enable both user motion and complete or restricted device motion.
Support for Menu-Interaction
Selection and navigation interactions target the interaction space itself. However, most visualisation systems require further functionality: e.g. triggering a selection, filtering, or changing a visual mapping. Such functionality is not referenced in the interaction space and must be accessible through additional commands or controllers. The respective interaction modalities can vary a lot, including touch interaction (TI) on physical structures, tangible controllers (TC) [12, 36] , specific gestures (SG).
Display Space
Technically, the interaction space can be independent from the visualisation space and the way data is displayed to the user. Solutions include: 2D-interfaces (2D) can be designed for 3D data, showing, e.g. projections and sub-parts in parallel. 2D-interfaces or 3D data also include small-multiples and animation techniques [2] . 2D-projections (2Dp) render the 3D data on a 2D screen using perspective or orthogonal projections. On-screen stereo (OS) render the 3D data on a 2D screen using perspective or orthogonal projections. Cubic displays (CD) render the data on six 2D-displays, one for each cube face, and which are arranged to resemble a cube. This could be actual 3D cubes with active displays or passive projections. Physical displays (PD) the display is tangible, including shapechanging displays that can extrude into 3D physical space.
Stereoscopy/Holography (SH) captures designs where the visualisation space is rendered in 3D; stereoscopic display techniques (specific stereo screens, HMD) in Virtual/Augmented Reality.
Mapping Interaction Space to Display Space
This dimension describes the spatial relation between interaction space and display space. Direct (D): Interaction space and visualisation space appear to be located at the same spot, i.e., the effect of an interaction is displayed at the physical location where the interaction happens (e.g., [6, 34] ). For example, in a virtual environment with mid-air interaction, highlighting a data point by moving one's finger to the perceived position in physical space is considered a direct interaction. Similarly, touching a data point in a physical data model is direct interaction. Indirect (I): Interaction space and visualisation space are offset (e.g., [12, 14] ). In the following section, we will use this design space to generate new interaction devices.
DESIGN EXAMPLES AND IMPLICATIONS
Our design space is both descriptive and generative. It is descriptive in that we can describe existing devices, and it is generative in that it allows us to create novel interaction devices by combining values from each dimension. For example, a three-dimensional scatterplot visualisation describes a cube-shaped visualisation space, which can be decomposed into three visualisation components: edges, cube faces, and interior volume with data points. We now discuss three designs for SD coordinated interaction devices for this cube visualisation space and describe prototypes we crafted for each of them such that each device represents a distinct point within our design space (as described in Table 1 ). Touch-sensitive Cube: a hand-sized tangible cube with rigid faces and edges (Figure 2(a) ). Touch sensitive faces and edges allow for selecting values on either, in a constrained and eyes-free manner. Interactions with one cube face allows 2D gestures to define a selection volume that passes through the entire data volume: e.g., a "pinch" gesture would create a selection volume with rectangular cross-section. Alternatively, the user might "draw" an arbitrary cross-section for the volume. Multiple 2D face selection can define a selection volume bounded in all three spatial dimensions. The cube is equipped with a gyroscope and accelerometer, tracking movement and rotation to enable navigation of the visualisation, e.g. moving it relative to the user's viewpoint. Thus, the affordances of this design allow users to rotate and manipulate the visualisation space in their hands in an ecologically correct way [29] . Proprioception enables users to quickly navigate and access the faces and edges, without necessarily needing to look at the cube model in their hands. Physical Axes: maps data axes to three physical range selection controls mounted orthogonally to one another (Figure 2(b) ). Thus, the Physical Axes is a physical representation of the three axes of the Euclidian data space that allows interaction with the axes themselves but also enables users to reach inside the cube volume with their hand. A hologram of the visualisation is rendered within the Physical Axes using a virtual reality head-mounted display (e.g. HTC Vive) or a mixed reality head-mounted display (e.g. Microsoft Hololens). This creates a direct mapping of the interaction in the display space. To support reaching inside the cube and potentially selecting and pointing to data objects, the device is desktop size. A user's hand position is tracked through a Leap motion controller and clicks as well as menu interaction are triggered through buttons attached to the axes. As axes are solid physical objects, they carry physical sliding knobs (Figure 2(b) ) allowing for precise value and range selection in each dimension, and also allow for volume selection. Virtual Mid-air: Operated by unconstrained mid-air gestures (Figure 2(c) ), with visualisation displayed in complete virtual reality (HTC Vive). Without any physical model of the data space, the interaction space can be human-sized, allowing for interaction with data that requires higher spatial resolution or authentic scales such as a human body.
Our three designs mark three specific points in our design space and each can undergo individual adaptations within each design dimension. Building these prototypes helped us to discuss and adjust our design space. Futhermore, none of these designs dictate the nature and technology of the display space or the mapping between interaction and display space. Different parts of the visualisation space can be made physical depending on the material and specific setups. Collaboration may benefit from larger interaction spaces and direct mapping.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we introduced the concept of Spatio-Data Coordination and provided a six-dimensional design space to inform the design of interaction devices exploiting this concept. We explored and evolved our SD coordination design space by prototyping three possible interaction devices. We hypothesise that SD coordinated interaction and the devices it inspires will reduce the mental load of users by encoding the affordances of a visualisation into the user's physical space. Eventually, we hope our design space will motivate evaluation of SD coordinated interaction devices by providing a first terminology and systematic separation of dimensions, suited to comparison in controlled user studies. Yet, while there may be differences across design choice within a dimension (e.g. hand-size vs. human-size), we expect interaction effects across dimensions. For example, a direct mapping between interaction and display space may work better with desktop and human sized interaction spaces, while hand-sized interaction spaces may require an indirect mapping and a large display space. A pilot study we conducted showed promising results. However, we have to address technical issues such as touch sensitivity on the cube. Our plan is to evaluate our three devices in a more controlled study to better understand their efficiency and usability issues such as cognitive load.
